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Abstract
Urea was observed to have extraordinary ice nucleating properties in laboratory and natural clouds.
Ice nucleation was induced in laboratory clouds at temperatures as warm as +6C. The nucleation
mechanism involves the high endothermic heat of solution and high solubility of urea. Three field
releases of urea in supercooled stratus resulted in marked visual transformation of the cloud and
substantial snow showers. It is concluded that urea is an effective seeding reagent for supercooled
clouds. In these experiments urea appeared to be equally effective as dry ice in causing shower
formation.
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ABSTRACT
Urea was observed to have extraordinary ice nucleating properties in laboratory and natu.ral clouds.
Ice nucleation was induced in laboratory clouds at temperatures as warm as +6C. The nucleatwn mechanism involves the high endothermic heat of solution and high solubility of urea. Three fiel_d releases of urea
in supercooled stratus resulted in marked visual transformation of the cloud and substantial sn?w showers.
It is concluded that urea is an effective seeding reagent for supercooled clouds. In these expenments urea
appeared to be equally effective as dry ice in causing shower formation.

1. Introduction

Within the last few years the number of chemical
compounds found to induce heterogeneous nucleation
of ice in supercooled clouds has been supplemented by a
large variety of organic compounds. Among the contributions to the literature are those of Fukuta (1965),
Fukuta and Mason (1963), and Langer et al. (1963).
Organic compounds, such as cholesterol and phloroglucinol were found to be active in laboratory clouds
at relatively warm temperatures (- 2C to -3C). However, field testing of some of these compounds, e:g.,
phloroglucinol, has not proven them to be as effect1ve
as dry ice or silver iodide for seeding supercooled clouds
(Braham, 1963).
Recent studies in the Cloud Physics Laboratory of
the Universitv of Chicago have shown that urea is
another RUJDaLF compound that has very interesting
and possibly important properties as an ice nucleant.
Urea or carbamide (:-•JH2CONH2) was one of the first
orga~ic compounds to be synthesized from inorganic
compounds. It is largely used as a fertilizer, but it also
has important industrial applications. It exists as
colorless tetragonal crystals at room temperature with
a density of 1.335 gm ml-1 • The melting point of urea
is 132.7C, and it decomposes to ammonia and carbon
dioxide with further heating. Urea is also hygroscopic
and very soluble in water [78 gm (100 ml)-1 at SC].
The process of dissolving one gram of urea in water
is accompanied by the absorption of 60.5 calories of
heat. Our studies show clearly that the ice nucleating
properties of urea depend upon its endothermic heat of
solution and high solubility.
The ice nucleating properties of urea were first ob' The research in this paper was sponsored by the Atmospheric
Sciences Program, Xational Science Foundation under NSF grant
G 22419.
2 Graduate student from University of Wisconsin, under CIC
Traveling Scholar Program for period October 1964--January 1965.

served in our laboratory when sizable quantities of
the compound were found to nucleate drops at temperatures above -SC. The drops (1 mm radius) were
suspended from a thermocouple in a laboratory cold
box. The amounts of urea required to nucleate these
large drops would seem to limit i:s eff~ctiv_eness as a
seeding reagent, but further mvest1gatwns were
prompted when the literature revealed a threshold
temperature for ice nucleation of -18C for urea (Langer
et al., 1963).
.
.
These investigations first took the form of d1spersmg
finely powdered urea into a Bigg-Warner ice nuclei
counter operated in a conventional manner. It was
found that urea was an effective ice nucleant at -10C
and even partially active above -3C. After a slight
modification in the operating procedure to produce
a more dense water cloud in the chamber, crystal
counts were observed in the supercooled sugar solution
at cloud temperatures of +6C. This unusual phenomenon prompted further investigations which are detailed in the next section of this report.
It was also decided that field investigations were
necessary to determine the effectiveness of urea as a
seeding reagent under natural cloud conditions. Plans
were already underway to test hydrophobed silicates
prepared by A. C. Zettlemoyer, Lehigh University.
The field testing of urea was immediately added to that
objective. These tests took place during the final two
weeks of February 1965.

2. Laboratory investigations involving urea
The procedures used to study the ice nucleating
properties of urea were :
1. The Bigg-Warner chamber, provided with a
thermal insulating liner covering the vertical walls
but not the bottom, was cooled to -SC to supercool the sugar solution (33 per cent, 1.14 sp. gr.).

